This guide shows citations for common sources. See the MLA Handbook (8th ed.) for explanation. For more examples, see: https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/

Double-space all lines on the works cited page (not shown). Use hanging indent, and put citations in alphabetical order.

**BOOKS: 1 Author**

**Author** **LastName, FirstName.** **Title of Book:** **Subtitle.** **Publisher, Year.**

**EDITION:** If an edition number is given, list it after the title (See 2nd example below).


**BOOKS: 2 Authors**

**Author** **1** **LastName, FirstName,** and **Author** **2** **FirstName ** **LastName.** **Title of Book:** **Subtitle.** **Publisher, Year.**

**EDITION:** If an edition number is given, list it after the title (See 2nd example below).


**BOOKS: 3+ Authors**

**Author** **1** **LastName, FirstName, et al.** **Title of Book:** **Subtitle.** **Publisher, Year.**

**EDITION:** If an edition number is given, list it after the title (See 2nd example below).


**BOOKS: Chapter in an Edited Book**

***Only use this format if every chapter in the book is written by a different person!***

*In other words, this is only for books that are collections of chapters by different authors.*

**Chapter Author** **LastName, FirstName.** "**Title of Chapter.**" **Title of Book:** **Subtitle,** edited by **Editor** **FirstName ** **LastName,** **Publisher, Year,** pp. **Page Range.**

**EDITION:** If an edition number is given, list it after the title (See 2nd example below).


**BOOKS: Encyclopedia**

Entry Author LastName, FirstName. "Title of Entry." *Title of Book: Subtitle*, edited by Editor FirstName LastName, Publisher, Year, pp. Page Range.

AUTHOR: Most encyclopedias do not list an author for every entry. If no author is given, skip and start with entry title (See 2nd example below).

EDITION/VOLUME: If edition or volume numbers are given, list them after the title (See 1st example below).

PAGE RANGE: If the entry spans more than one page, use pp. If it is all on one page, use p.


**INTERVIEWS**

Interviewee LastName, FirstName. Interview. By Interviewer FirstName LastName. Day Month Year.


**IN-TEXT CITATIONS**

(Author LastName Page Number) OR [if no author is given] ("Brief Title” Page Number)

1 Author: (Sommers 27).  
2 Authors: (Matlesky and Grooms 19-20).  
3+ Authors: (Garcia et al. 167).  
No Author: (“Autism Fact Sheet” 3).  
No Page Number: (Confer).  
Direct Quote: ” (Green 34).